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Abstract. Data Warehouse logical design involves the definition of structures that enable an efficient access to
information. The designer builds relational or multidimensional structures taking into account a conceptual
schema representing the information requirements, the source databases, and non-functional requirements. Exist-
ing work in this area has mainly focused on aspects like data models, data structures specifically designed for
DWs, and criteria for defining table partitions and indexes. This paper proposes a step forward to the automation
of DW relational design through a rule-based mechanism, which automatically generates the DW schema by ap-
plying existing DW design knowledge. The proposed rules embed design strategies which are triggered by condi-
tions on requirements and source databases, and perform the schema generation through the application of prede-
fined DW design oriented transformations.
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1 Introduction

DW logical design processes and techniques differ from the commonly applied on the OLTP database design.
DW considers as input not only the conceptual schema but also the source databases and is strongly oriented to que-
ries instead of transactions. Conceptual schemas are commonly specified by means of conceptual multidimensional
models [1]. Concerning the logical relational schema [4][1], various data structures have been proposed in order to
optimise queries [11]. These structures are the well-known star schema, snowflake, and constellations [11][3][13].

An automated DW logical design mechanism should consider as input: a conceptual schema, non-functional re-
quirements (e.g. performance) and mappings between the conceptual schema and the source database. In addition, it
should be flexible enough to enable the application of different design strategies. Furthermore, the mappings to the
source databases should be stored in order to keep track of the exact expressions that define the required information
items in terms of the source data items. Mappings are also useful to program the DW loading and refreshment.

This paper addresses DW logical (relational) design issues and proposes a rule-based mechanism to automate the
generation of the DW relational schema, following the previously described principles.

Some proposals to generate DW relational schemas from DW conceptual schemas are presented in [8][5][3][10].
We believe that existing work lack in flexibility to apply different design strategies that enable to build complex DW
structures (for example, explicit structures for historical data management, dimension versioning, or calculated
data).

The here proposed mechanism is based on rules that embed logical design strategies and take into account three
constructions: (1) a multidimensional conceptual schema, (2) mappings, which specify correspondences between the
elements of the conceptual and source schemas, and (3) guidelines, which provide information on DW logical de-
sign criteria and state non functional requirements. The rules are triggered by conditions in these constructions, and
perform the schema generation through the application of predefined DW design oriented transformations.

The main contribution of this paper is the specification of an open rule-based mechanism that applies design
strategies, builds complex DW structures and keeps mappings with the source database.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of the environ-
ment and section 3 describes the rule-based mechanism. Finally, Section 4 points out conclusions and future work.

2 The DW Logical Design Environment

Our underlying design methodology for DW logical design takes as input the source database and a conceptual
multidimensional schema. The design process consists of three main tasks: (i) refine the conceptual schema adding
non functional requirements and obtaining a "refined conceptual schema", (ii) map the refined conceptual schema to
the source database, and (iii) generate the relational DW schema from the refined conceptual schema and the source
database.

The conceptual schema is refined by adding design guidelines that cover non-functional requirements. A guide-
line may be – for example – an indication on how to fragment historical data [9] or to state the desired degree of
normalization[13]. Guidelines constitute a flexible way to express design strategies and properties of the DW [14].

The following task consists in defining mappings between the refined conceptual schema and the source data-



base, indicating how to calculate each multidimensional structure from the source database. Mappings are functions
that associate each conceptual schema attribute (called item) with a mapping expression that can be an attribute of a
source table (direct expression), a calculation that involve several attributes (calculated expression), an aggregation
(aggregated expression) or an external value like a constant, a time stamp or version digits (external expression)
[14].

Finally, the DW relational schema should be generated. In order to manually design the DW, the designer takes a
sequence of decisions that transform a relational schema in each step, starting from the source schema. In doing so,
he applies several transformations. Different transformations can be applied depending on the different input infor-
mation and the design strategies.

For example, concerning the degree of normalization, there are several alternatives to define dimension and fact
tables. If we want to denormalize a dimension, we have to store attributes corresponding to all the dimension items
in the dimension table. This implies joining several tables and projecting the desired attributes. But if we want to
normalize the dimension this transformation may not be needed. Analogous decisions can be taken for selecting
which aggregates to materialize, fragmenting fact tables, filtering data, versioning or removing additional attributes.

We propose to automate most of the latter task by using a set of rules. The rules check which conditions are veri-
fied and determine which transformations have to be applied. The rule conditions involve the conceptual schema,
the source database, mappings between them, and the design strategies expressed in the guidelines.

3 The Rule-based Mechanism

Different DW design methodologies [9][11][3][13][8][2] divide the global design problem in smaller design sub-
problems and propose algorithms (or simply sequences of steps) to order and solve them.

The here proposed mechanism makes use of rules to solve those concrete smaller problems (e.g. related with key
generalization). In each design step, different rules are applied.

The proposed rules intend to automate the sequence of design decisions that trigger the application of schema
transformations and consequently the generation of the DW schema. Alike the designer behaviour, rules take into
account the conceptual and source schemas as well as the design guidelines and mappings, and then perform a
schema design transformation.

Table 1 shows a table with the proposed set of rules.

Table 1. Design rules. The rules marked with * represent families of rules, oriented to solve the same type of problem with dif-
ferent design strategies.

Rule Description
R1 Merge Combines two tables generating a new one. It is used to denormalize when a map-

ping function involves attributes from more than one table.
R2 Higher Level Names Renames direct mapped attributes, using the item names. It is used when an item

maps an attribute but the names are different.
R3 Materialize Calculation

*
Adds an attribute to a table to materialize a calculation. It is used when an item
maps to a calculated or aggregate expression.

R4 Materialize External
Expression *

Adds an attribute to a table to materialize an external expression, such a constant, a
time stamp or version digits. It is used when an item maps to an external expression.

R5 Eliminate Non Used
Data

Deletes not mapped attributes grouping by the other attributes and applying a roll-
up function to measures. It is used to delete not mapped attributes.

R6 Roll-Up * Reduces the level of detail of a fact table, performing a roll-up of a dimension. It is
used when a cube is expressed as an aggregate of another.

R7 Update Key Changes a table primary key, to agree the key of a fragment or cube that it maps.
R8 Data Constraint Deletes from a table the tuples that don’t verify a condition. It is used to impose

mapping constraints and to fragment a cube horizontally.

In order to generate the DW schema, the design rules invoke predefined schema transformations and the DW
schema is generated by successive application of transformations to the source schema. We use the set of predefined
transformations presented in [12], which take a sub-schema as input and generate another sub-schema as output, as
well as an outline of the transformation of the corresponding instance. These schema transformations perform op-
erations such as: table fragmentation, table merge, calculation, versioning, or aggregation.

Figure 1 sketches the context of a rule.
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Figure 1. Context of a rule. Refined conceptual schema structures, source tables and mappings are the input of the rule. If con-
ditions are verified, the rule calls a transformation, which generates a new table transforming the input ones. Mappings to the
conceptual schema are updated, and a transformation trace from the source schema is kept.

Example. Consider a customers dimension with three levels: state, city and customer in which items map to two
tables Customers and Incomes. Figure 2a shows the dimension (using CMDM notation [6]) and the source tables.
Mappings are represented as arrows. The income item is defined as the sum of the income attribute of Incomes table.

We show the application of the rule R3.2 (MaterializeAggregate) of the family R3. The goal of this rule is to
materialize a calculation. The conditions to apply the rule are: (i) the mapping function of a conceptual structure
corresponds an item to an aggregate expression, and (ii) the direct expressions (corresponding to other items) refer-
ence only one table. The last condition assures that denormalization has been made before (The previous application
of merge rule assures that this condition can be satisfied). The rule invokes the transformation T6.3.

The rule evaluates the conditions and applies the schema transformation DD-Adding N-N, which builds a new
table with a calculated attribute (as SUM(Incomes.income)). The rule application also updates the mapping function
to reference the attributes of the new table. Figure 2b shows the generated table and updated mapping function. �
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Figure 2. Application of a rule: Schemas and mappings a) before and, b) after applying the rule.

Rules are specified in 5 sections: Name, Target, Input State, Conditions and Output State. The Name section
gives an idea of the rule behaviour. The Target section enumerates the refined conceptual schema structures that are
going to be translated to the relational model. The Input State section enumerates the rule input state consisting of
the mapping function of the target structures and tables referenced by the mapping functions. The Conditions section
is a set of predicates that must be fulfilled before applying the rule. Finally, the Output State section is the rule out-
put state, consisting of the tables obtained by applying transformations to the input tables, and mapping functions
updated to reflect the transformation.

The following scheme sketches a rule specification.

Input State <mapping, tables>RuleName: Target Structures Output State <mapping, tables> conditions

Example. Rule 3.2 of previous example can be sketched as follows (see [14] for formal specification).

<F, {T1, T2} >Aggregate Calculate: S
I �Items(S) <F’, T’} >

All direct expressions refer to T1
F(I) is an aggregate expression that refer to T2



The output state is calculated as follows:

T’ = Transformation T6.3 ( {T1, T2 }, I = F(I), Join-Condition (T1, T2 ) )
F’ / F'(I) = T'.I � � J�Items(S), J�I . ( F'(J) = UpdateReference(F,T,T') )

The proposed rules do not include a fixed execution order, so an algorithm that orders their application is needed.
The algorithm states in which order will the different design problems be solved. We propose an algorithm that is
based on existing methodologies and some practical experiences. It first builds dimension tables, then builds fact
tables, performs the aggregates and finally carries on horizontal fragmentations. Each algorithm step is associated to
the application of one or more rules. The algorithm can be consulted in [14].

4 Conclusions

This paper presents a rule-based mechanism to automate the construction of DW relational schemas.  The kernel
of the mechanism consists of a set of design rules that decide the application of the suitable transformations to the
source schema in order to solve different design problems. The overall framework integrates relevant elements in
DW design: mappings between source and DW conceptual schemas, design guidelines that refine the conceptual
schema, schema transformations which generate the target DW schema, and design rules that embed design strate-
gies and call the schema transformations.

The proposed framework is a step forward to the automation of DW logical design. It provides an open and ex-
tensible environment that enables the application of different existing design techniques. Moreover, new design
techniques can be integrated as new rules or transformations.

This framework has been prototyped [14] in a CASE environment for DW design. The system applies the rules
and automatically generates the logical schema by executing an algorithm that considers the most frequent design
problems suggested in existing methodologies and complemented with practical experiences. The prototype also
includes a user interface for the definition of guidelines and mappings, an environment for the interactive application
of the rules and the schema transformations and a graphical editor for the CMDM conceptual model.

In the near future we intend to enhance the capabilities of our framework, integrating further design techniques
and extending it to cover the design of loading and refreshment tasks using the information provided by the map-
pings and the design trace of the transformations.
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